Get To Know Us
Brad Thompson

Linehaul Operations Manager
Brad has 15+ years of experience in the transport
industry. Priding himself on service before all else, he
understands the level of urgency required and treats
every delivery with the same level of importance.

Carl Groth
Business Development Manager
Carl’s experience in the industry has been built
through roles in Operations, Account Management
and Logistics Consulting. Carl’s knowledge of the
supply chain industry has him challenging the status
quo to bring innovative solutions to the table.

James Latimer
Fleet Operations Manager
Equipped with 12+ years of industry experience,
James’ knowledge of the Melbourne Metro grid is like
no other. Motivated by achieving the best results, he
maintains great relationships with clients and drivers,
ensuring a can-do attitude towards problem-solving.

Bulent Ulusoylu
Warehouse Operations Manager
From the family farm to manufacturing and warehousing
in Melbourne, Bul’s dedication and operational knowhow has brought his expertise to the Kubic team. Bul
has the ability to overcome complexity and achieve
effective solutions for our clients.

Contact Us

About Us
Kubic Transport is a freight transport and
logistics company based in Melbourne that
provides personalised freight management
solutions, to businesses of all sizes and needs.
Our team is made of professionals that bring
together operational expertise from the
transport, warehousing and manufacturing
world into one shop, giving us collective
knowledge on every stage of the supply
chain process.

We Make Things Happen
We take the frustration out of freight!
While our competitors may leave you out of the
loop and unsure, we pride ourselves on being
responsive, taking the initiative to ensure our clients’
experience is seamless and stress-free. With Kubic,
you’ll always know where your delivery is, what time
to expect it and how to prepare for an efﬁcient
pick-up or drop-off.
We are a solutions-focused team that love what we
do and feel good about solving the tricky logistics
and transport scenarios that our customers have.

Services

Logistics You Can Trust

Kubic Transport is a multi-faceted company,
we understand that there isn’t a one size ﬁts all
process when it comes to logistics and that’s why
we tailor our services to your speciﬁc needs and
operational goals.

Kubic Transport works with you, pinpointing your
transport needs to implement personalised freight
management solutions. We believe in honest,
straightforward service with no fluff! Focusing
only on the things that matter and impact your
business.

To offer each client customised services, we’ll take
the extra time to understand which services are best
suited to your situation and budget. We provide bulk
freight management and road transport services,
interstate linehaul and warehousing services of
general and/or specialised freight.

Local Transport
Interstate Transport
3PL Warehousing

We know things don’t always go to plan, that’s why
we pride ourselves on being ﬂexible. We strive to
go above and beyond for our customers. If you have
unusual freight management requests, we can help!

We know you already have enough to worry about!
If a problem arises we’ll come to you with a solution,
not an excuse. This means you’ll spend less time
chasing up deliveries and more time focusing on
the success of your business.
If you’re after a logistics partner that puts your needs
ﬁrst every step of the way, we’re the team for you!

